The MESA data are severely imbalanced in terms of outcomes, that is, the size of the class with events (i.e., minority class) is much smaller than the size of the class without events (i.e., majority class), and thus the decision boundary for ML methods would be severely biased and could result in poor performance. To cope with this skewed class distribution issue, we selected the filtering of over-sampled data using non-cooperative game theory (NEATER) algorithm 2 , which is an oversampling data augmentation algorithm that employs cooperative game theory to generate artificial data of the minority class. Non-cooperative game theory 3 addresses the interaction between individual rational decision makers, where all the data are players and the goal is to uniformly and consistently label all of the synthetic data created by any oversampling technique. Unlike other over-sampling approaches, NEATER does not automatically consider synthetic data as part of the minority class. Instead, it keeps synthetic samples unlabeled, at first.
class, and , which denotes unlabeled players or synthetic samples. Each player interacts with a number of its neighbors , one neighbor at a time. Also, each player can choose among two available strategies = { , } with a probability of 0.5, where stands for minority and for majority. A mixed strategy (i.e., combination of strategies from which one is randomly chosen with specified probability) for player is the probability distribution over his set of strategies . Then, for each player , its , where = 5, nearest neighbors are computed and for each player interacting with each of its neighbors, the utility functions are computed as follows:
, where = 1 is playing the minority class and = 2 is the majority class, ∈ is an extreme mixed strategy with 1 = (1,0) and 2 = (0,1), and is the partial payoff matrix between two players and . The set | is the set of players who always play their th strategy. After that, the average payoff in the whole population is computed:
Then, iteratively, discrete-time replicator dynamic is applied to study the evolution of the minority strategy probability:
if a maximum number of iterations is reached, the process stops, otherwise, is increased by one and the average payoff for the next player is computed. Finally, for each player in , the class membership with the highest probability is assigned.
An example of the number of the synthetic data of the minority class generated by NEATER and their characteristics for the "Male White Race" MESA subgroup can be seen in TABLE S6.
DATA S2: TWO-FOLD CROSS VALIDATION
To ensure and increase the model's robustness and ability to generalize under unknown samples, we employed two-fold cross validation to randomly split the original dataset into two equally sized halves, a training set to train the model, and a test set to evaluate it. This type of cross validation has been widely used in the machine learning literature for predicting high-risk individuals. [5] [6] [7] [8] To ensure that the random split of the dataset will always result in having positive and negative examples in both training and testing sets, we employed the following procedure.
First, we randomly shuffle the sub-cohort of samples with CVD events into two parts (50% of the positive samples for training and the remaining 50% for testing). Then, the remaining subcohort of negative samples is also randomly split into two halves, and the corresponding training and testing subsets are fused so that each of them will contain positive and negative examples.
The training and testing sets are independent and do not overlap with each other. At this point, we train our model on subset A and evaluate on subset B, and next we reverse the order (i.e., train on subset B and evaluate on subset A). This process is repeated 10 times, so that statistical reliability of the evaluation process may be ensured [9] [10] [11] , with each of the different subsets used exactly once as the validation data, and the results are averaged over all the examined configurations. Note that at each iteration the training and evaluation processes start from scratch so that there is no memory of any the previous learned model, and thus biased results are avoided. One of the main reasons for using two-fold cross validation is that the MESA data are extremely imbalanced and there is not enough data of the positive class; furthermore, by repeating the random split multiple times, we are able to train on more positive examples. A fair way to evaluate the model is to split the dataset into two halves and train on as many positive examples as possible, since it is a powerful general technique, when the data are sparse. corresponds to subjects without an event and label "+1" corresponds to subjects with an event.
The problem is defined as constructing the decision function that correctly classifies an input pattern that is not the training set. The SVM determines the decision hyper-plane between the two classes, the positive class 1 (i.e., subjects with an event) and the negative class 2 (i.e., subjects without an event), which is obtained by the solution of the following optimization problem:
where is a is a normal vector perpendicular to the hyper-plane, || ||margin, is a positive constant that reflects the influence of margin errors, determines the offset of the hyper-plane from the origin along the normal vector , and are the slack variables, which measure the degree of misclassification of the datum . In our implementation, the kernel "trick" is used with a function ( ) that maps the data into a higher dimensional space, where various separating planes would be evaluated and ultimately a hyper-plane can be found.
The minimization process is a problem of Lagrangian optimization that can be solved by transforming to the dual form and using Lagrange multipliers to obtain the weight vector and the bias of the optimal hyper-plane as follows:
For each testing sample, the kernel matrix between each of the training samples and the respective testing sample is computed. Thus, the decision function ( ) is given by:
where the terms , with = 1, … , constitute a dual representation for the weight vector in terms of the training set, such as:
Moreover, in our experiments, we used as kernel function the radial basis function (RFB) kernel, which is defined as:
To estimate the value of the training parameters, for each of the 16 ML-based models (i.e., eight ML-based models for "Hard CVD" events and eight models for "All CVD" events), we used two-fold cross-validation by setting the values of parameter to 2 , with ∈ {−5, … , 15} and the values of the kernel coefficient were set to 2 , with ∈ {−15, … , 3}.
For visualization purposes, we projected the high-dimensional feature space into a 3D feature space using the Principal Component Analysis (PCA). Because of the high dimensionality of the input training data, the decision hyper-plane between the class samples with an event and the class samples without an event is transformed into a hyper-surface. An example of the 3D hypersurface for the MESA male group for classifying "Hard CVD" and "All CVD" events can be seen in the FIGURE S1. Age, y 60.6 ± 9.7 65.5 ± 9.2 65.5 ± 9.0 54. 
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